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Austin Brown Dogs
The Shelter Dogs Who Rescue Us

Premise
Besides our music and our traffic, one of
the things that makes Austin, Austin is
our over-the-top love for rescue dogs of
all shapes and sizes.

Purpose
Traditionally, discourse around animal
rescue is focused on what we can do for
homeless pets. But as any pet owner
can tell you, the far more powerful result
is often the impact our pets have on us.
 
Austin is the largest no-kill city in the
United States, and for many of us, our
fur families are as near and dear as our
biological families. In particular, it’s the
rescue dogs—with all their quirks and
neuroses and their boundless capacity
for love—that enchant us most.
 
This book celebrates that incredible
bond between Austinites and our
rescue dogs. Through stories and
photos from adopters, this book
illuminates all the ways the dogs we’ve
saved have changed our lives.

Process
Weeva is a social publisher, and our
forte lies in curating and collecting
authentic stories based on personal
experience. We collect the stories
online, and then transform them into a
well-edited and designed book with
strong visual appeal. Our books are
meant to be held and displayed, offering
meaningful content that can be
consumed quickly and shared with
loved ones. 

inkdroplit.com/austin-rescue-dogs

Performance
Our goal is to produce and sell 10,000
copies of the book. We anticipate
building a large reach through a
syndicate of influencers in web-
based communities and pet-focused
and pet-friendly businesses in and
around Austin.

Proceeds
Production of Austin Brown Dogs will be
funded by donations from local dog
lovers, and a portion of the proceeds will
support local shelter dogs.
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How can you help?
Corporate Sponsors

As a pet-focused or pet-friendly organization in the Austin area , we would be honored if
you would partner with us to fund the production and printing of this book.

About the Curator
Sarah Welch is an Austin-based
writing coach and book editor with a
ferocious love for her three fur boys:
two dogs and a cat. This book marries
her passion for storytelling with her
passion for rescue dogs—especially
the seniors who are too often
overlooked. inkdroplit.com

Timeline
Content collection: June 10-August 1
Editing and Design: July 15-August 9
Preorders Open: August 9
Printing & Delivery: September 2019
Launch Target: October 2019

Sponsorship Levels
There are several levels of corporate sponsorships available, and we're also happy to
work together to create custom packages.
 
Corporate sponsors at every level will receive our thanks on the book's webpage, our
social media channels, and on the donor pages in the book. Additionally, sponsors at
every level will have the opportunty to buy books at the special donor rate. If
purchasing a minimum of 250 copies, we will personalize up to 5 pages for your
books. There is a nominal customization fee of $350.
 
In return, sponsors at every level will be asked to integrate AUSTIN BROWN DOGS
into their own marketing efforts, with our provided digital assets or assets they
create on their own.
 
Please see the following pages for information about our six levels of corporate
sponsorship.

inkdroplit.com/austin-rescue-dogs
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Sponsorship Levels
Responsibilities
Ear Scratches

Benefits
Thanks on social media, on website,
and in book
Opportunity to buy copies of book at
donor rate
Presence at launch party (date TBD)

$250+ donation
$250+ in in-kind donations

Kibble

Benefits
Previous level's benefits, plus
Full profile of your organization on our
social media channels
1 complimentary copy of the book

Responsibilities
$500+ donation

Tennis Balls

Benefits
Previous level's benefits, plus
Branded story (in lieu of sidebar) in
book. Max 500 words plus
accompanying photo.

 

$2,500+ donation
Responsibilities

Peanut Butter

Benefits
Previous level's benefits, plus
10 (total) complimentary copies of the
book
Presenting status at fundraising
events

Responsibilities
$5,000+ donation

Biscuits

Benefits
Previous level's benefits, plus
5 (total) complimentary copies of the
book
Branded sidebar in the book. Max 100
words plus accompanying photo.

Responsibilities
$1,000+ donation

Steak

Benefits
Previous level's benefits, plus
20 (total) complimentary copies of the
book
Presenting status at launch party

Responsibilities
$7,500+ donation

inkdroplit.com/austin-rescue-dogs


